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It's my honor to address my concerns about Australia's Foreign Relations Bill 2020
In the section 8, the definition of Foreign entities does have holes for dictatorship countries
like China.
In the section 8 (1) K, the bill said it foreign entities does not include a corporation that
operates on a commercial basis. But it is a public secret that all Chinese companies (no
matter who the owner is) are under the full control of the communist regime. Under
Chinese law, all big companies have to setup a communist party branch and the companies
has to follow the branch's guide on political issue. For example, the Tencent
(https://www.tencent.com/en-us/about.html). It has a big social media platform based on
Wechat and QQ. They both act in some kind of China government's mission: censoring
people's communication online in China and rest of the world; collecting the privacy of
people who object the China Gov or people who tell the truth about China and sending
those collection to China national spy agents. And then China use that information to
intimidate & threaten those people who dare to offend them.
So, I hope in the section 8(1) K, the bill can be modified as: a corporation that operates on a
commercial basis and the corporation must come from democratic countries. Any
commercial corporation from dictatorship countries like China should not be excluded from
foreign entities scope
Besides, the organizations, who repeatedly report to foreign (dictatorship) embassy or
consulate or get financial & political support from foreign countries (dictatorship), should be
regarded as foreign entities. And the Confucius institute is 100% China government agent
in western countries, should be regarded as foreign entities totally.
And the foreign language medias (such as radio broadcast station), if they get any kind of
financial support from foreign countries should also be regarded as foreign entities. I once
chat with a Chinese Radio broadcast operator (who worked in Perth) told me that they did
get financial support from China government indirectly. China government force or push
Chinese businessmen to put their deals to those who support the regime, and punish those
who refused to cooperate.
I am proud Australian. I was born China although that was not my choice. It's really hurt to
see this great country is being polluted, corrupted and eroded by Chinese cheating culture
and their communism.
Thank you very much for reading!
Best Regards,
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